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Two Key Questions
• What are the training retention and transfer functions for crew 
members during a long duration space mission?
• Can we predict these functions from the performance of:
• University undergraduate students?
• If so, we have good theories and lots of data!
• Crew members on the ground?
• Crew-like subjects?
• Answers to these questions have important implications for training 
design and for the scheduling of on-board refresher and JITT.
• Note: most HRP risks assume some kind of training as part of their 
risk mitigation strategy.
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16-Months Training Retention & Transfer Study
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Subjects
• Ground Phase
• University Undergraduate Students
• Crew-Like
• Crew
• Flight Phase
• Crew on board the ISS
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Two Experimental Tasks
Retention and Transfer Conditions
• Data Entry Task
• Simple perceptual-motoric task
• Mapping Task
• Complex Cognitive Task
• Single design combining:
• Short Term Memory
• Long Term Memory
• Retrospective Memory
• Prospective Memory
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Data Entry 
Task
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Mapping Task
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Questions about the tasks and methods?
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Data Entry Task
Accuracy as a function of subject type and task
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Code (Perceptual Change)
Data Entry Task 
Accuracy as a function of subject type, task, and trial type
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Mapping Task
Side accuracy as a function of test session, subject type, 
and trial type
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Mapping Task
Location accuracy as a function of test session, subject type, 
and trial type
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Conclusions
• Performance of undergraduate university students do not fully 
predict crew performance on the ground, especially under cognitive 
load.
• We still don’t have systematically collected data to determine training 
retention and transfer functions for crew members in space.
• We still don’t have systematically collected data to determine if the 
performance of crew members on the ground predicts the 
performance of crew members in space.
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Thank you!
For questions and for copies of our report, contact me at:
Immanuel.Barshi@nasa.gov
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